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introdUction
european warfare and warriors in the Middle ages have attracted and still attract the 
attention of researchers, due to the demonstrative character of their military power 
enforced on other groups of people and their specific way of living (military expedi-
tions, permanent military readiness). researchers have burdened the shoulders of 
warriors with the creation of political (state) structures, the establishment of mili-
tary / political unions from the tenth to the beginning of the 12th century in an area 
starting from the river elb and extending to the daugava and even further to the 
north, into territories inhabited by slavic, Baltic and Finnish tribes.1 in historiography 
about the differentiation of society, the classes of rich noblemen and warriors, who 
were granted the epithet of military / political / social elite,2 have always been sepa-
rated from the farmers and the poor. in other words, researchers tend to give too 
much meaning (usually worthy) to the influence the warriors had on social and politi-
cal, and sometimes even cultural, processes taking place in the geographical space 
inhabited by the slavs and the Balts. in order to better understand the processes 
taking place in the areas inhabited by the Balts in the tenth to the beginning of the 
13th centuries, we inevitably need to find support in analogies with neighbouring 
countries (the West and east slavs, and partly the Finns), even though the chronol-
ogy, the events and the measurements have not always been identical. and, on the 
contrary, in trying to solve the phenomenon of the tribal (?) society of Polabian slavs 
in the context of the christianisation of the West slavs, which began in the tenth and 
11th centuries, researchers not accidentally look at the composition of Baltic society, 
which was not significantly touched by the influences of christianisation.3 the possi-
bility for a comparison of these relationships determined the title of this collection of 
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